The mechanical damage accumulation occurring in an array of axially loaded nanopillars is studied within the stochastic approach. To each nanopillar, an initial strength--threshold is assigned which is drawn from the Weibull probability distribution. Under the influence of load exceeding the strength-threshold the pillar height is reduced. Then the reduced pillar gets new higher strength-threshold and its load is transferred to other working pillars. We analyse slip loads causing the system height reductions and avalanches of the pillar height reductions.
Introduction
In recent years many tensile and compressive experiments have been performed on nano-and microscale metallic pillars [1] [2] [3] . The materials under investigation are for instance nickel, gold, copper, molybdenum and aluminium. These experiments on nano-sized pillars confirm substantial strength-increase via the size reduction of the sample [3] . In works [4, 5] concerning compression tests of nanosized nickel and molybdenum pillars a process called "mechanical annealing" has been observed. Scientists dealing with these compression experiments noticed that before the tests the nanopillars were full of dislocations. During the "mechanical annealing" process density of dislocations in the pillar was reduced by many orders of magnitude producing an almost dislocation-free crystal. Therefore pillars exhibited enhanced strength and progressively higher stresses are required in order to continue deformation.
Studies on arrays of free-standing nanopillars subjected to uniaxial microcompression reveal the potential applicability of nanopillars as components for the fabrication of micro-and nano-electromechanical systems, micro-actuators or optoelectronic devices [3, 6] . This work concerns a partial damage process in a set of pillars assembled to a flat and rigid substrate. Such an arrangement is applied in systems of micromechanical sensors. The model described below is based on the idea of a fibre bundle model with stick-slip dynamics [7, 8] .
Description of the model
The system under consideration consists of N parallel nanopillars. The terms "nanopillar" and "pillar" are used interchangeably. The initial height of each nano- x we assign an initial critical load
, which is a strength-threshold of the given nanopillar subjected to axial loading. Initial strength-thresholds
are independent and identically distributed random variables with the probability density and distribution functions:
( ) th p σ , ( ) th P σ . It is assumed that the randomness of initial strength-thresholds represents the disorder of heterogeneous material. The variety of pillar strength--thresholds results from fabrication errors of individual pillars. In this paper we employ the Weibull distribution:
Here, the dimensionless parameter ρ is the Weibull index and λ is a scale parameter (setting the scale of the thresholds), which is fixed to 1 = λ in this work. The Weibull index controls the amount of disorder in the initial pillar strength--thresholds, so it is the model's key parameter. The bigger the Weibull index ρ , the smaller the disorder.
The Weibull distribution is widely used in materials science, because conducted experiments proved that real materials follow the Weibull probability distribution functions very closely for strength and time to damage of individual elements [9] . It is assumed in materials science that 10 , 2 ∈ ρ [10] . The system is subjected to an axial external load F increased in a quasi-static way. All the nanopillars are intact at the beginning of the loading process, so 
Coefficient k takes value: 
. As a result of the pillar height reduction, because of elimination of defects from the crystal, the reduced pillar gets a higher strength-threshold:
here, the factor η is a strengthening coefficient of the reduced pillar. there is no load transfer, the pillar is still working and a stable state occurs.
A load transfer from reduced and non-working pillar may give rise to reductions of other working pillars due to loads exceeding the strength-thresholds of these pillars. Consequently, a subsequent load transfer from reduced pillars may cause further reductions. If the load transfer does not provoke the next pillar height reductions or heights of the reduced pillars ( ) ( ) 01
there is a stable state. To continue the damage process in the case of the stable state occurrence the external load F has to be increased with a small amount δσ for each working pillar. The load increase δσ takes a minimum value to provoke height reduction of the weakest working pillar. The above-described procedure has to be repeated until first stable state occurs for ( ) 
Analysis of the chosen simulation results
Simulations have been performed for several system sizes with strengthening coefficients uniformly drawn from the intervals: (visible in Fig. 2 ) have to be explained as follows. When the height of the system 9 . 0 ≤ H , the external load F is not increased. However, the current force F is still applied and the loading process continues until the occurrence of the stable state. Hence the final system height may take values 9 . 0 < final H . (Fig. 5) . In general, the bigger the values of strengthening, the less modes in the distribution (Fig. 6) . It has been observed that for a fixed strengthening interval ] , [ Figure 10 . From this figure we can say that the bigger the strengthening the smaller the number of modes around which f ∆ are aggregated. The dependence between the size of the final slip avalanche f ∆ and the final load fin F has been shown in Figure 11 . As it can be seen, the increases of strengthening cause the growth of the final load and the elimination of the longest final slip avalanches.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have analysed the partial damage process in quasi-statically loaded arrays of nanopillars. Damage of the system is characterised by a gradual decrease of the system height with many destruction stages of individual pillars. In the presented "mechanical annealing" model the loading of the pillar causes its height reduction and dislocation density drop. Consequently, the pillar strength increases.
Our simulations have been performed for different degrees of the system strength-threshold disorder. We have noticed that the smaller the initial strength--threshold disorder, the greater the mean value of slip loads inducing system height reduction. With a decreasing height of the system, the distributions of slip loads change from unimodal to multimodal.
Damage evolution can also be described by avalanches of pillar height reductions. The distribution of slip avalanche sizes exhibits a power law decay. This power behaviour is not applicable for the longest slip avalanches.
